Large-scale population based analyses coupled with advances in technology have demonstrated that the human genome is more diverse than originally thought. To date, this diversity has largely been uncovered using short read whole genome sequencing. However, standard short-read approaches, used primarily due to accuracy, throughput and costs, fail to give a complete picture of a genome. They struggle to identify large, balanced structural events, cannot access repetitive regions of the genome and fail to resolve the human genome into its two haplotypes. Here we describe an approach that retains long range information while harnessing the advantages of short reads. Starting from only~ ng of DNA, we produce barcoded short read libraries. The use of novel informatic approaches allows for the barcoded short reads to be associated with the long molecules of origin producing a novel datatype known as 'Linked-Reads'. This approach allows for simultaneous detection of small and large variants from a single Linked-Read library. We have previously demonstrated the utility of whole genome Linked-Reads (lrWGS) for performing diploid, de novo assembly of individual genomes (Weisenfeld et al. ). In this manuscript, we show the advantages of Linked-Reads over standard short read approaches for reference based analysis. We demonstrate the ability of Linked-Reads to reconstruct megabase scale haplotypes and to recover parts of the genome that are typically inaccessible to short reads, including phenotypically important genes such as STRC, SMN and SMN . We demonstrate the ability of both lrWGS and Linked-Read Whole Exome Sequencing (lrWES) to identify complex structural variations, including balanced events, single exon deletions, and single exon duplications. The data presented here show that Linked-Reads provide a scalable approach for comprehensive genome analysis that is not possible using short reads alone.
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Introduction
Since the completion of the human genome project, many large scale consortia studies have applied whole genome sequencing to thousands of individuals from diverse populations across the globe, reshaping our understanding of human variation (Auton et al.
; Lek et al. ; Sudmant et al. ) . To date, most genome analyses were performed with accurate, high-throughput short reads leading to robust analysis of small variants over non-repetitive parts of the genome, but only providing a small window into the landscape of larger structural variants (SVs). The application of recent technical advances in both sequencing and mapping to genome analysis have revealed that despite extensive information garnered from large population surveys utilizing short read whole genome sequencing (srWGS), we are still under-representing the amount of structural variation in the human population in these short read driven studies (Chaisson et al. , ; Huddleston and Eichler ; Collins et al. ) .
The reconstruction of long range haplotypes (phasing) can be important for many biological studies. When analyzing data from rare disease cohorts, knowing if potentially pathogenic variants are in cis or trans is necessary for interpreting the impact of these variants. Additionally, haplotype information is necessary for understanding allele speci c impacts on gene expression (Ramaker et al. ) . In addition to the value that haplotype information can bring to interpreting variation data, studies also show that this information can be critical for variant identi cation, particularly for SVs that are heterozygous in a sample (Huddleston and Eichler ). The ability to routinely obtain long range haplotype information could be bene cial to genome studies.
The limitations of short reads suggest the need for improved methods for genome analysis. Several long molecule sequencing and mapping approaches have been developed to address these issues (Carneiro et al. ; Nakano et al. ; Genomics ) . While they provide powerful data for better understanding genome structure, their high input requirements, error rates and costs make them inaccessible to many applications, particularly those requiring thousands of samples (Chaisson et al. ) . To address this need, we developed a technology that retains long range information while maintaining the bene ts of short read sequencing. The core datatype, Linked-Reads, is generated by performing haplotype limiting dilution of long DNA molecules into > million barcoded partitions, synthesizing barcoded sequence libraries within those partitions, and then performing standard short read sequencing in bulk. The limited amount of DNA put into the system, coupled with novel algorithms, allow short reads to be associated with their long molecule of origin, in most cases, with high probability.
The Linked-Read datatype was originally described in (Zheng et al. ) using the GemCode TM System. Here we describe improvements over GemCode using the Chromium TM System. These improvements come from increasing the number of barcodes ( , to million), and the number of partitions ( , to million) as well as improving the biochemistry to substantially reduce coverage bias. These improvements eliminate the need for an additional short-read library.
We also describe improvements to our analytical pipeline, Long Ranger TM .
We compare reference based analysis on multiple standard control samples using either a single
Chromium Linked-Read library or a standard short read library for both whole genome (WGS) and whole exome sequencing (WES) approaches. We demonstrate the ability to construct accurate, multi-megabase haplotypes by coupling long molecule information with heterozygous variants within the sample. We show that a single Chromium library has comparable small variant sensitivity and speci city to standard short read libraries and helps expand the amount of the genome that can be accessed and analyzed. We demonstrate the ability to identify large scale SVs, in control and validation samples, by taking advantage of the long range information provided by the barcoded library. Lastly, we assess the ability to identify variants in archival samples that had been previously assessed by orthogonal methods. These data show that a Chromium Linked-Reads provide more genome information than short reads alone.
Results
Here we describe both the biochemistry improvements that generate barcoded reads, as well as algorithmic improvements that take advantage of these barcodes. It is important to note that Linked-Reads are paired-end short reads with a barcode on read and can be used by many common short read tools. To fully realize the potential of Linked-Reads, additional algorithms that take advantage of these bar coded sequences and molecule information must be applied. In the following text, when we refer to Linked-Read WGS (lrWGS) we are referring to the combination of biochemistry and algorithm approaches applied.
Improvements in Linked-Read data
One limitation of the original GemCode approach was the need to combine the Linked-Read data with a standard short-read library for analysis. This was due to coverage imbalances seen in the GemCode library alone. To address this issue we modi ed the original biochemistry, replacing it with an isothermal ampli cation approach. The updated biochemistry now provides for more even genome coverage, approaching that of PCR-free short-read preparations ( Figure ) .
Additional improvements include increasing the number of barcodes from , to million and the number of partitions from , to over million. This allows for fewer DNA molecules per partition, or GEMs (Gelbead-in-EMulsion), and thus a greatly reduced background rate of barcode collisions: the rate at which two random loci occur in the same GEM (Supplemental Figure ) . The lowered background rate of barcode sharing increases the probability of correctly associating a short read to the correct molecule of origin, and increases the sensitivity for SV detection.
Improved Genome and Exome Alignments
Several improvements were made in the Long Ranger analysis pipeline to better take advantage of the Linked-Read data type. The rst of these, the Lariat TM aligner, expands on the 'Read-Cloud' approach (Bishara et al.
). Lariat (https://github.com/ XGenomics/lariat) re nes alignments produced by the BWA aligner by examining reads that map to multiple locations and determining if they share barcodes with reads that have high quality unique alignments (Li ). If a con dent placement can be determined by taking advantage of the barcode information of the surrounding reads, the quality score of the correct alignment is adjusted (Supplemental Section ). This approach allows for the recovery of -Mb of genome coverage when compared to PCR free short reads aligned following GATK best practices. Conversely, only -Mb of the genome has coverage in the PCR free data that is not seen using lrWGS (Figure ) . When looking at the genome distribution of these alignment gains, the amount of recovered alignments using lrWGS varies from chromosome to chromosome, but is consistent across samples (Supplemental Figure ) .
This is due to genome structure, as the ability of lrWGS to rescue repetitive sequence, using the Lariat algorithm, depends on the repeats being far enough apart that they are not likely to share a barcode. Only in this case can the Lariat algorithm resolve reads mapping to multiple locations.
The sequence gained using lrWGS is dominated by regions annotated as segmental duplication (roughly %), with the alignments to the decoy sequence accounting for another % and exonic sequences accounting for roughly % (Supplemental . , Supplemental Table , Figure ) . Molecule length also impacts the amount of sequence recovered (Supplemental Figure ) .
When we look speci cally at the ability of Lariat to improve read coverage over genes, we observe a net gain in gene coverage when performing lrWGS compared to srWGS, and even more robust improvement when performing lrWES compared to srWES (Supplemental Figure ) . When we limit the search space to a known set of genes with closely related paralogs that confound short read alignment (NGS 'dead zone' genes (Mandelker et al. )) we see a net gain in read coverage in genes using lrWGS and using lrWES. Further limiting the list to the genes relevant to Mendelian disease, we see a net improvement in of these genes using lrWGS and genes using lrWES ( Figure ) . Exome analysis was limited to multiple replicates of a single control sample, NA .
Small variant calling
Next, we assessed the performance of Linked-Reads for small variant calling (< bp). Small variant calling, particularly for single nucleotide variants (SNVs) outside of repetitive regions, is well powered by short reads because a high quality read alignment to the reference assembly is possible and the variant resides completely within the read. We used control samples, NA and NA as test cases. We produced two small variant call sets for each sample, one generated by running paired-end x Linked-Read Chromium libraries through the Long Ranger (lrWGS) pipeline and one produced by analyzing paired-end reads from a PCR-free TruSeq library using GATK pipeline (PCR-) following best practices recommendations:
https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/best-practices/. We made a total of , , PASS variant calls from the NA lrWGS set, and , , from the corresponding NA srWGS set, with , , calls in common to both sets (Table ) . Total numbers for both samples are in Table . In order to assess the accuracy of the variant calling in each data set, we used the hap.py tool (Krusche)(https://github.com/Illumina/hap.py, commit c ce) to compare the lrWGS and PCRVCFs to the Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) high con dence call set (v. . . ) (Zook et al. ) . We chose this earlier version as it was the last GIAB data set that did not include x data as an input for their call set curation. This necessitated the use of GRCh as a reference assembly rather than the more current GRCh reference assembly. This limited us to analyzing only the . % of SNV calls that overlap the high con dence regions. Initial results suggested that the lrWGS calls had comparable sensitivity (> . %) and speci city (> . %) for SNVs (Table ) . We observed slightly diminished indel sensitivity (> . %) and speci city (> . %), driven largely by regions with extreme GC content and low complexity sequences (LCRs). Recent work suggests indel calling is still a challenging problem for many approaches, but that only . % of LCRs overlap regions of the genome thought to be functional based on annotation or conservation (Li et al. ) . Additionally, we compared the sensitivity of homozygous and heterozygous calls (Supplemental Table ) . Both lrWGS and PCR-have higher sensitivity and speci city for homozygous alternate variants than heterozygous variants.
The GIAB high con dence data set is known to be quite conservative and we wished to explore whether there was evidence for variants called outside of the GIAB set in the lrWGS. We utilized publicly available x coverage PacBio data sets available from the GIAB consortium (Zook et al.
) to evaluate Linked-Read putative false positive variant calls. Initial manual inspection of random locations suggested that roughly half of the hap.py identi ed lrWGS false positive calls were well supported by short read or PacBio evidence, and were haplotype consistent in lrWGS and were likely called false positive due to de ciencies in the GIAB truth set (Supplemental Table   ) . We then did a global analysis of all , SNV and , indel putative false positive calls identi ed in NA and looked for evidence of the alternate alleles in aligned PacBio reads only.
This analysis provided evidence that , SNV and , indels of the GIAB determined false positive calls were likely valid calls (Supplemental Figure , Supplemental File ) . This prompted us to extend our analysis to include . Mb for NA and . Mb for NA of the genome corresponding to regions of --fold degeneracy as determined by the 'CRG Alignability track' in addition to the GIAB de ned con dent regions (see Methods for details on GIAB++ BED).
We reanalyzed the variant calls with the hap.py tool with the augmented con dent regions. This allowed us to identify an additional , SNV and , indels as true positives. We anticipate that this is a conservative estimate since our hap.py de ned false positive calls are in ated due to little or no PacBio or short-read coverage in many of these regions. Of the total putative false positive calls exclusive to the GIAB++ analysis, . % ( , ) of SNVs and . % ( , ) of indels could not be validated because of little or no PacBio read coverage (Supplemental Figure ) . These data show the lrWGS approach provides for the identi cation of more small variants than can be identi ed by short read only approaches, driven by an increase in the percentage of the genome for which lrWGS can obtain high quality alignments (see Table ) .
Haplotype reconstruction and phasing Figure ) . For samples with similar heterozygosity, longer input molecules will increase phase block lengths (Supplemental Figure ) .
We assessed the accuracy of our phasing calls by comparing the Phase block construction using lrWES is additionally constrained by the bait set used to perform the capture and the reduced variation seen in coding sequences. In order to analyze factors impacting phase block construction, we assessed four samples with known compound heterozygous variants in three genes known to cause Mendelian disease, DYSF, POMT , and TTN.
The variant separation ranged from Kb to over Kb (Table ) . Initial DNA extractions yielded long molecules ranging in mean size from KbKb. We analyzed these samples using the Agilent SureSelect V exome bait set, with downsampling of sequence data to both . Gb (~ x coverage) and Gb of sequence (~ x coverage). In all cases, the variants were phased with respect to each other and determined to be in trans, as previously determined by orthogonal assays.
By comparing the phasing of NA Linked-Read exome data to phasing determined from pedigree analysis of the Illumina Platinum Genomes CEPH pedigree (including NA ) we are able to determine that the global probability a SNP is phased correctly within a gene ranges from .
-. %, making mis-phasing of two heterozygous variants in a gene relative to each other a very rare event.
In three of the four cases, the entire gene was phased. The DYSF gene was not completely phased in any sample because the distance between heterozygous SNPs at the ' end of the gene was substantially longer than the mean molecule length. This gene is in the top % of genes intolerant to variation as determined by the RVIS metric, a measure of evolutionary constraint, suggesting that reduced exonic heterozygosity over the gene would be a common occurrence impairing complete phasing (Petrovski et al.
).
Many samples of interest have already been extracted using standard methods not optimized for high molecular weight DNA and may not be available for a fresh re-extraction to obtain DNA optimized for length. For this reason, we wanted to understand the impact of reduced molecule length on our ability to phase the genes and variants in these samples. We took the original freshly extracted long molecules and sheared them to various sizes, aiming to assess lengths ranging from Kb to the original full length samples (Table ) . These results illustrate the complex interplay between molecule length distribution and the observed heterozygosity within a region. For example, in sample B -, with variants in TTN that are Kb apart, the variants could be phased, even with the smallest molecule size. However in sample B -, with variants in POMT only Kb apart, variant phasing is lost at Kb DNA lengths. This appeared to be due to a higher rate of heterozygous variation in TTN allowing the phasing of distant heterozygous sites to occur by phasing the many other heterozygous variants that occurred between them. A general lack of variation in POMT precluded such stitching together of shorter molecules by phasing of intermediate heterozygous variation. To con rm this, we assessed the maximum distance between heterozygous sites observed in each gene. We then plotted the di erence between the inferred molecule length and this distance and against the molecule length and assessed the impact on causative SNP phasing ( Figure ) . In general, when the maximum distance between heterozygous SNPs is greater than the molecule length (negative values), the ability to phase causative SNPs decreases. There are exceptions to this as the longer molecules in the molecule size distribution will sometimes allow tiling between the variants, therefore extending phase block size beyond what would be expected based on the mean length alone.
Linked-Reads allow for the reconstruction of long haplotypes, or phase blocks. Optimizing for long input molecules provides for maximum phase block size, but even shorter molecule lengths can provide gene level phasing. Further, in the context of sequencing for the identi cation of disease, causative heterozygous variants would be expected to aid in the phasing of the disease-causing gene as they would provide the necessary variation to distinguish the two haplotypes.
Structural variant detection
Structural variants remain one of the most di cult types of variation to accurately ascertain, in part because they tend to cluster in duplicated and repetitive regions, but also because the various signals for these events can be challenging to detect with short reads. Accurate and speci c SV detection is challenging due in large part to the limitations of assessing long range information using short reads, which only provide information over short distances. Another complicating factor is the many types of structural variants, each requiring the detection of a di erent signal depending on the type and mechanism of the event ( 
Large-scale SVs (> K)
Long Ranger uses two novel algorithms to identify large SVs, one that assesses deviations from expected barcode coverage and one that looks for unexpected barcode overlap between distant regions. The barcode coverage algorithm is useful for assessing CNVs, while the barcode overlap method can detect a variety of SVs, but fails to detect terminal events (See Supplemental Section ).
SV calls are a standard output of the Long Ranger pipeline and are described using standard le formats. We used two approaches to assess lrWGS performance on large SVs. First, we compared SV calls from the NA sample to validated calls described in a recent publication of a structural variant classi er, svclassify (Parikh et al. Table ) .
We rst consider deletion variants > Kb. There are of these in the svclassify set and in the Long Ranger PASS set, with being common to both (Table ) . All of the variants that match svclassify events also show Mendelian consistency and breakpoint agreement within the CEU/CEPH trio. Of the three svclassify calls not called by Long Ranger, one is called by Long
Ranger as an event < kb, one is called but ltered to the candidate list due to overlap with a segmental duplication, and one is an error in the svclassify set relative to GRCh .p (Supplemental Section . ). We checked for Mendelian consistency in the events unique to the Long Ranger set. Eight of these events showed consistent inheritance, though two had inconsistent breakpoints when compared to the parents (Supplemental Table ) . One of these breakpoint inconsistent events entirely contains a breakpoint consistent event on the same haplotype. The second breakpoint inconsistent event overlaps an additional inheritance-consistent Long Ranger call, and thus represents a failure of the algorithm to annotate the event as being a more complex event. The nal event called by Long Ranger, but not showing inheritance consistency, is a call in the telomeric region of chr that overlaps a known reference assembly issue. The call appears to be made due to a drop in phased coverage on one haplotype immediately adjacent to a known reference gap, and is likely a false positive.
We next tested samples with validated balanced or unbalanced SVs from the GeT-RM CNVPanel available from Coriell. These cell lines have multiple, orthogonal assays con rming the presence of their described structural variants. We detected of the structural variants,
correctly characterizing of the samples tested (Supplemental Table ) . One additional event was in the 'candidate' SV list as it overlaps a segmental duplication, which are known problematic regions for SV calling. The missed event is a balanced translocation with a breakpoint in a heterochromatic region of chromosome . This region is represented by Ns in the reference assembly and will be invisible to any sequence-based method relying on the reference genome (Schneider et al. ).
We also assessed the impact of sequence depth on large SV identi cation. Deletion and duplication signals were detectable with as little as Gb (~ x genomic read coverage) (Supplemental Figure ) .
Balanced events required roughly Gb of sequence for the algorithm to call these events, though signal in the data suggested algorithmic improvements could lessen this requirement (Supplemental Figure ) .
Intermediate SV Calls ( bp -Kb)
We next considered deletions between bp and Kb in the NA sample. The Long Ranger pipeline was run using GATK and thus we can obtain two sets of les: deletion and insertion calls from GATK that are approximately bp or less, and deletion calls from Long Ranger algorithms.
As Long Ranger only calls deletions, we only considered these calls in the following analysis. We also ran the LUMPY (Layer et al., ) algorithm using the developer recommendations but without tuning parameters (Supplemental Table : SuppTable _IntSVs). We obtained , deletion calls from GATK and , from Long Ranger, with , of these being heterozygous (Table ) .
This compares to , deletions > bp per sample in a study combining the output of di erent algorithms on short read data (Chaisson et al. ) . This same study also used long reads to identify , deletions > bp per sample, underscoring the challenges of identifying these events with short reads.
Using only the output of Long Ranger, we compared our calls to the calls in svclassify. We identi ed , calls ( . %), with , ( . %) labeled as false positives (Table ) . Combining the GATK and Long Ranger calls keeps recall roughly the same, but lowers the precision roughly % (Supplemental Table ) . Of note, the Long Ranger calls provide improved detection of larger SVs, with an expected bump around bp, likely accounted for by better representation of ALUs ( Figure ) .
While sensitivity of the Long Ranger approach is good, this comes at the expense of speci city (Table , Supplemental Table ) . Given the bias in speci city in phased versus unphased regions, we expect that algorithmic improvements will produce further gains in sensitivity and speci city for this class of variants. Additionally, we suspect the small number of events < bp in the svclassify set is not representative of the true number of calls in a given sample.
Linked-Reads provide improvements for SV detection over standard short read approaches.
However, there is ample room for algorithmic improvement using SVs. For example, approaches based on local reassembly could be utilized for insertion discovery.
Analysis of samples from individuals with inherited disease
We went on to investigate the utility of Linked-Read analysis on samples with known variants. In particular, we were interested in events that are typically di cult with a standard, short read exome. We were able to obtain samples from a cohort that had been assessed using a high depth NGS-based inherited predisposition to cancer screening panel. This cohort contained samples with known exon level deletion and duplication events. We analyzed these samples from individuals using an Agilent SureSelect V Linked-Read exome at both . Gb (equivalent to~ x raw coverage) and Gb (~ x) coverage (Table ) . For three samples patient-derived cell lines
were available in addition to archival DNA, allowing us to investigate the impact of DNA length on exon-level deletion/duplication calling.
We were able to identify of the expected exon-level events in these samples in at least one sample type/depth combination. In samples, increasing depth to Gb enabled calling that was not possible at . Gb (Samples D and F (archival), Table ) . For the three samples with matched cell lines and archival DNA, two had variants that could not be called in either sample type at either depth, while sample F could be called at both depths for the longer DNA extracted from the cell line, but could only be called at the higher depth in the shorter archival sample. Because the algorithms for calling these variants are written to make use of phasing and barcode information, there is a striking correlation between the ability to phase the gene and to call the variant, with no variants successfully called in samples that could not be phased over the region of interest.
For two of the samples where Linked-Read exome sequencing was unable to phase or call the known variant, we performed lrWGS. In one case, the presence of intronic heterozygous variation was able to restore phasing to the gene and the known event was called. In the second case, there was still insu cient heterozygous variation in the sample to allow phasing and the event was not called. This again demonstrates that phasing is dependent both on molecule length as well as sample heterozygosity. Some samples in this group had decreased diversity in the regions of interest compared to other samples, and we were less likely to be able to call variants in these samples. (Supplemental Figure ) . Generally, it should be possible to increase the probability of phasing a gene in an exome assay by augmenting the bait set to provide coverage for very common (MAF > %) intronic variant SNPs, thus preserving the cost savings of exome analysis, but increasing the power of the Linked-Reads to phase. The number of additional probes could be minimized with long molecules. Despite this, samples with generally reduced heterozygosity will remain di cult to phase and completely characterize. However, the addition of read coverage-based algorithms, such as those used with standard short read exome sequencing, would likely increase sensitivity in unphased regions.
One sample in this set contained both a single exon event and a large variant in the PMS gene.
Despite phasing the PMS gene we were unable to call this variant in either genome or exome sequencing. Manual inspection of the data reveals increased phased barcode coverage in the PMS region, supporting the presence of a large duplication that was missed by the SV calling algorithms (Supplemental Figure ) . This indicates room for additional improvements in the variant calling algorithms.
Linked-Reads provide a better rst line approach than standard short read assays to assess individuals for variants in these genes. While we were not able to identify % of the events, we were able to identify of of these events using a standard exome based approach, rather than a specialized assay. Improved baiting approaches, the addition of standard short read algorithms, or WGS should improve that ability to identify these variants. Lastly, there is room for algorithmic improvement as at least one variant had clear signal in the Linked-Read data, but failed to be recognized by current algorithms.
Discussion
Short read sequencing has become the workhorse of human genomics. This cost e ective, high throughput, and accurate base calling approach provides robust analysis of short variants in unique regions of the genome, but struggles to reliably call SVs, cannot assess variation across the entire genome, and fails to reconstruct long range haplotypes (Sudmant et al. https://support. xgenomics.com/genome-exome/index/doc/ user-guide-chromium-genome-reagent-kit-v -chemistry.
Samples with known large SVs were obtained as cell lines from the NIGMS Human Genetic Cell
Repository at the Coriell Institute for Medical Research (repository ID numbers are listed in Table   s ). Frozen cell pellets were thawed rapidly at • C in mL PBS. High molecular weight DNA was then extracted following recommended protocols, as above. The consent given from patients tested through TGLclinical includes the option of consenting to the use of samples/data in research; all patients whose data was included in this study approved this option. DNA was extracted from cell lines as described above and archival DNA samples were checked for size and quality according to manufacturer's recommendations: https://support.
Clinical samples from individuals with known heterozygous variants in three Mendelian
xgenomics.com/genome-exome/sample-prep/doc/demonstrated-protocol-hmw-dna-qc . 
Analysis
Comparison of X and GATK Best Practices We ran the GATK Best practices pipeline to generate variant calls for TruSeq PCR-free data using the latest GATK . available at the time. We rst subsample the reads to obtain x whole genome coverage. The read set is then aligned to GRCh , speci cally the hg -. . reference using BWA-MEM (version . . ). The reads are then sorted, the duplicates are marked, and the bam is indexed using picard tools (version . . ). We then perform indel realignment and recalibrate the bam (base quality score recalibration) using known indels from Mills Gold Standard and G project and variants from dbsnp (version ). Finally we call both indel and SNVs from the bam using HaplotypeCaller and genotype it to produce a single vcf le. This vcf le is then compared using hap.py (https://github.com/Illumina/hap.py, commit c ce) to the truth variant set curated by Genome in a Bottle on con dent regions of the genome. We calculate sensitivity and speci city for both SNVs and indels to contrast the delity of the Long Ranger short variant caller and the GATK-Best Practices pipeline. All Long Ranger runs were performed with a pre-release build of Long Ranger version . utilizing GATK as a base variant caller. Long Ranger . adds a large-scale CNV caller that employs barcode coverage information and incremental algorithmic improvements. Long Ranger . has since been released.
Development of extended truth set
Any putative false positive variant found in the TruSeq/GATK or Chromium/Long Ranger VCFs, was tested for support in the PacBio data. Raw PacBio FASTQs were aligned to the reference using BWA-MEM -x pacbio (Li ). To test a variant, we fetch all PacBio reads covering the variant position, and retain the substring aligned within bp of the variant on the reference. We re-align the PacBio read sequence to the +/-bp interval of the reference, and the same interval with the alternate allele applied. A read is considered to support the alternate allele if the alignment score to the alt-edited template exceeds the alignment score of the reference template. A variant was considered to be validated if at least PacBio reads supported the alt allele, at least PacBio reads covered the locus, and the overall alternate allele fraction seen in the PacBio reads was at least %.
We selected regions of -fold degeneracy as determined by the 'CRG Alignability' track (Derrien et al. ) as regions where improved alignment is likely to yield credible novel variants. We took the union of the GIAB con dent regions BED le with these regions to determine the GIAB++ con dent regions BED. The amount of sequence added to the GIAB++ BED di ers by sample, as the original GIAB con dent regions are sample speci c.
Structural variant comparison against deletion ground truth After segmenting the Long Ranger deletion calls by size, we overlapped them to the svclassify set (Parikh et al. ) using the bedr package and bedtools v . . (Quinlan and Hall ). We retained for further analysis those > kb showing at least % reciprocal overlap. We also searched for Mendelian inheritance patterns on NA 's parents (NA and NA ) in these large SVs and breakpoint co-location. We annotated overlapping events and they showed almost perfect breakpoint and Mendelian inheritance agreement within the CEU/CEPH trio. All their genotypes were phased too.
In the svclassify overlapping deletions, all of the breakpoints except for the ' most in chr : , , -, , had a read's length distance from each other. We then curated the remaining events called by Long Ranger that were not in the svclassify set. Of notice is that one event (chr : , , -, , ) is contained within a larger deletion (chr : , , -, , ). Among the non-overlapping deletions, were six large SVs presenting breakpoint and Mendelian consistency in the phased genotypes. The other three (chr : , , -, , ; chr : , , -, , ; chr : , , -, , ) had very di erent breakpoints, unphased but consistent genotypes or no support from the parents.
We took the Long Ranger deletion calls between bp and kb generated by both Long Ranger algorithms and GATK and merged them using SURVIVOR (Je ares et al. ) allowing variants up to bp apart to be merged. SURVIVOR was used again with a bp merge distance to merge the Long Ranger deletion callset with deletions in the svclassify set. The resulting merged VCFs were then parsed to determine overlap and support for Long Ranger calls.
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